Regular mosaics of large displaced and non-displaced ganglion cells in the retina of a cichlid fish.
Large retinal ganglion cells in the tilapid cichlid fish Oreochromis spilurus (standard length 15-54 mm) were filled with horseradish peroxidase and studied in flatmounts. Three types, with distinct patterns of dendritic stratification, formed spatially independent, nonrandom mosaics. One type (about 0.3% of all ganglion cells) resembled the outer (off) alpha cells of mammals. They were very large, with thick primary dendrites and large, sparsely branched planar trees in the outer part of the inner plexiform layer (IPL). About 300 were arrayed regularly across each retina, their exact number and spacing depending on its size. Their somata were often displaced into the IPL, even where neighbours in the mosaic were orthotopic. Another type (0.8%) resembled the inner (on) alpha cells of mammals. These had slightly smaller somata that were never displaced and smaller trees in the middle layers of the IPL. About 800 were arrayed uniformly and regularly across each retina. A rarer type (0.06-0.08%) had two planar trees: one forming a coarse mosaic in the outer part of the inner plexiform layer (co-planar with the trees of outer alpha-like cells) and another in the outer plexiform layer. These "biplexiform" cells were smaller and rounder than alpha-like cells and always displaced. The dendrites were finer and less tapered. Cells in which we could identify an outer plexiform tree failed to cover the retina completely, but were nonrandomly distributed. We draw three main conclusions: (1) some nonmammalian vertebrates have separate inner and outer mosaics of large ganglion cells like those of mammals, (2) the vertical displacement of ganglion cell somata can vary widely within a single mosaic and may thus be functionally irrelevant, and (3) biplexiform ganglion cells exist in fish but differ in morphology from the biplexiform types described in some other vertebrates.